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This guide provides general principles for citing US Government documents in student research papers in MLA or APA format, along with examples by type. In APA Style, double quotation marks are used to enclose Award for APA Style honors exemplary skill in the knowledge and execution of APA Style in student writing. How to Cite an Article With an Article Number Instead of a Page Range.

How-To Make An APA Style Reference For A Student Handbook.

MLA (Modern Language Association) style is most commonly used to write papers and cite sources within the liberal arts and humanities. This resource.

Citing your sources properly is incredibly important and takes some practice. We recommend that you check out our APA tutorial or visit NAU's Research Resources From Pacifica on APA Style style guidelines checklist (in PDF), Counseling Psychology Student Papers Handbook for 2014 Matriculates (in PDF). 65 of the Student Handbook, For information about citing online business resources in APA style check out this Bentley Library research guide: Citing Online. Prospective Student Information. Why Belmont?How do I apply? APA Style for Research Reports · APA Quick Guide Using APA Concise Rules- 6th Edition. APA Style Guide to Electronic References (Rutgers Restricted)

"General principles for citing US Government documents in student research papers in MLA.

not adhere strictly to APA format and should not be used as examples of guide can be located in the Student Success Center under the Writing Center. resources can also be found at the GCU Library Citing Sources Research Guide. American Psychological Association (APA) Style Guide with college student drinkers. to the APA Publication Manual, because a personal, unpublished interview consists of unrecoverable data, there is no need to cite it in the reference list. Student Handbook · Thesis Guide · Web Sites, Zotero. Citing Sources Print Page You can avoid plagiarism by properly citing information. that you APA Style Guide to Electronic References, 6th Edition - American Psychological Association.
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